RESIDENTIAL SOLAR WITH TRANSVERTERS
There is an enormous and growing opportunity for residential solar worldwide, even in areas with no
government incentive programs and no electrical grid net metering or feed in tariff programs. When the
electrical grid was formed, the dominant technologies for energy generation were coal-fired plants,
large hydro and, eventually, nuclear. The physics of scale for these technologies heavily favored large
centralized generation, requiring the creation of the electrical grid, which has ended up being the most
complicated and expensive thing this civilization has done. Now, the economics, ecology, and supply
constraints are favoring newer technologies, like solar and wind, which are intermittent and require
energy storage, see Europe's Largest Energy Storage Trial. The push for centralized generation is fading
and the role and definition of the grid is changing. The Smart Grid is being defined and implemented in
an attempt to help the grid adapt to this changing situation. They are spending over $200 billion
implementing the Smart Grid in the US alone and they still have not demonstrated any real benefits. In
areas with government incentive programs, supporting net metering or feed in tariffs, considerable
amounts of solar have been installed but when they approach 15% of the total energy in their area they
create very significant grid stability issues which require expensive non-green solutions like peaker
plants and confuse the entire issue of a green sustainable energy future. There is another way.
This paper details exactly how to implement residential solar everywhere. The typical American home
has an average load of 1.7 kW and has 100 amp service which is 24 kW. (adjust these numbers for your
own area). The idea is to add enough solar so that it can be efficiently used without needing to ever
actually put the solar energy directly into the grid. At the same time, the goal is to provide enough
secure stand alone energy to make the home livable indefinitely in the event of an extended grid
blackout. We’ll call this first system SOLAR8 since it uses 8 230 watt solar panels.
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The red lines represent stand alone secure energy flow, the purple lines represent grid energy flow and
the blue lines represent information flow. The green boxes are the Transverter products. The critical
loads usually include a refrigerator, lights and electronics. Obviously if you are going to the trouble to
install a solar system you will not use incandescent lights so all of the lights will be CFL, LED or
fluorescent with electronic ballasts. The non critical loads usually include air conditioners, heaters, hot
water heaters, compressors, pumps and electrical vehicle chargers. You might wonder why the typical
home requires 24 kW service when they only average 1.7 kW which is only 7% of the service. That is
because the large non critical loads come on and off randomly as their thermostats and pressure sensors
indicate it is time to start and stop. In addition, many of them contain inductive motors which have
starting surges several times larger than their running levels. The T13X continuously monitors the entire
grid service to the home and contains 6 relays to individually control and monitor the large loads. With
this intelligence it can force the large loads to take turns which means you can easily cut the 100 amp
service to 50 amp service with no perceivable difference to living in the house. When the sun is shining
and there is no grid then it is just used to provide power to the critical loads and charge the batteries.
However, when the grid is present then everything is synched together and the solar energy is inserted
into the local grid system of the house and is used to also help power the large non-critical loads. The
T13X is monitoring every wave shape of the grid and as soon as it looks like there is enough solar to also
feed into the grid it diverts that amount into the battery banks. As the day proceeds the loads will
average 1.7 kW, or a little more since many people sleep for part of the night, but the actual load level
will go up and down as the large non-critical loads come on and off automatically. The job of the T13X is
to control these to smooth them out as much as is possible so the batteries are smoothing things out for
very short periods of time so they are not cycled very deeply, usually just a few %, and this makes for
very high battery storage efficiencies and very long battery life. This SOLAR8 system ends up providing
about 20% of the homes electricity from solar energy. Now that we have smart control of the large
critical loads we can use more logic or rules to save more energy. For example, we can make the air
conditioner and hot water heater not work as much when there is no one in the house, etc. This can
normally create a 20% reduction in the energy consumed by the house. Now, look what we have.
Benefits for Transverter SOLAR8 House with 1.84 kW Solar, 6 kWh Energy Storage & Automatic
Demand Response.
• 20% reduction from energy bill from Solar.
• 20% reduction from energy bill from smart demand response bringing total energy saved to
40%.
• True UPS energy security so critical loads can be supported indefinitely without the grid.
• The cost of the infrastructure is cut in half by moving from 100 amp service to 50 amp service.
• No need for government incentives or grid net metering programs.
• Rather than creating stability issues for the grid, this solves them.
When the electrical power rates are above $.30/kWh then this produces an ROI in a few years and this is
already the case in Hawaii, the Caribbean and most of Central and South America as well as most of the
developing world. When you add the value of UPS level energy security it is an easy sell. Look at the
global solar movement and all of the complications of their various programs. If this system was
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implemented in all houses they would already have reached the goal of 20% solar energy with no new
facilities, no government programs, no peaker plants, no new real estate and no grid stability issues. In
addition it could further reduce energy consumption by another 20% and cut the cost of new electrical
infrastructure in half. This is the easy stuff and should be done first before diving into all of the
complicated high integration solar issues.

Here is a SOLAR8 House. This system cost required:
• 8 230 watt solar panels.
• 2 Transverter Power Modules 2000W.
• 1 Transverter Remote Panel.
• 1 Transverter T13X Smart Demand Response Module.
• 1 Set of rails and mounting hardware for solar panels.
• 6 12 volt batteries 108 AH (MK S31-SLD-G) or similar.
• 2 Inverter fuses 200 amp or breakers.
• 2 solar fuses 2 pole 60 amp or breakers.
• AC wiring usually #10 wire.
• Solar wires #6 (we usually use #4 so they can add more panels later).
• Battery wires #2.
• Bypass switch, 2 pole or 3 pole double throw. We usually use knife switches.
These batteries are configured as 36 volt banks with each bank monitored and controlled separately
The 4 solar panels for each array are connected in parallel which gives them immunity to partial shading
problems. There is a short black #2 cable connecting the negative battery terminals of the two adjoining
power modules. There is another #2 cable connecting the yellow (50 volt) terminals of two adjoining
power modules. This allows either power module to have access to the solar energy and battery energy
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of either power module. The bypass switch allows you to connect all loads to the grid when you are
working on the system so the customer always has power.
Here is the power panel. You can see the
Bypass switch on the right. We usually us a 4’ X
4’ plywood sheet covered with formica and put
3/8” SS carriage bolts through from behind to
mount the Transverter power modules and
T13X. It is easier to use DIN rail breakers since
they have screw terminals to both connections
rather than plugging into a rail like is so popular
in the US with C/H and Square D breakers.
These breaker connections to rail are dissimilar
metals and do not provide a long lasting secure
connection in a marine environment.
Normally, a piece of furniture is made over the
batteries so you do not see them but can
remove it for easy servicing. There are snap on
current transformers that connect over the AC
mains coming in from the grid. These connect
to a very small box (included with the T13X)
and this connects to the T13X with a common
Ethernet cable.
Download the engineering
wiring diagram from the www.Transverter.com
support page at PDF Diagram.
You can download the Transverter Java based TEA
software and the C++ programs from the Transverter
Support page. You will need to connect a USB cable
between the Transverter remote panel and the computer.
If you click on the HtPowerModule icon you will get a
panel that accesses everything happening in the power
modules. If you click on the Data tab you will see all of the
actual live data.
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If you click on the DC Charge tab then you will see all of
the settings for minimum and maximum values for all
the parameters controlling charging batteries. There
are other tabs to control all of the other aspects.
When you change configuration values, if you like the
change, then you should save the change permanently
from within the app.
You can also save the
configuration to a file.
You can use the HT2000 Java based TEA program for a
more complex view of things including live
oscilloscopes and graphs. This can be used to analyze
and improve things even if you are viewing the screen
of a system far away where they are sharing their
screen over the internet with SKYPE, GoTo Meeting,
Team Viewer or some other screen sharing method.
You have to close one Transverter app before you can
open another.
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The Next Step, SOLAR16 with Net Metering
After all of the houses already have SOLAR8 providing 20% solar electricity, how do you move up from
that? If you add net metering then you just add more solar panels and more batteries with SOLAR16.
SOLAR16 is exactly the same system but with twice the amount of solar and twice the amount of
batteries. Net metering allows you to put energy into the grid and take it out later, kind of like using
the grid as a battery. The Transverter system does this very smoothly so that it does not cause grid
stability issues which would require the grid to eventually have to install peaker plants or Centralized
Energy Storage Facilities which are both capital intensive. If your area has the older analog power
meters where you can see the disk spinning then you usually already have a form of net metering since
the power meter can just turn backwards. If you have the newer digital meters then they will also
charge you for the energy you put back into the grid so you will need to apply for net metering with
them. The key issues with this system compared to conventional grid tied solar are that it is infinitely
scalable with no grid stability issues where as normal grid tied solar is limited to about 15%. With the
Transverter system you also have UPS level stand alone power allowing you to live indefinitely without
the grid. The Transverter HT2000 & HTREM are listed with ETL #4009679 for UL 1741 and CSA C22.2 No.
107.1 and be specified in any systems in the US and Canada that connect to the grid and participate in
any type of solar incentive programs like Net Metering and Feed In Tariffs. This effectively also includes
Costa Rica and most of Central America, South America and the Caribbean.

SOLAR16

Notice this is almost identical to SOLAR8 but now the energy can sometimes flow into the grid in a
controlled way. You still have all of the large loads managed to smooth things out and you still have cut
the 100 amp service to 50 amp service.
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You can see that now we have 6 volt batteries with 6 in
series for 36 volts. You never want to have any batteries
connected in parallel as they will age differently and
degrade their performance and shorten their life. Again,
you can see the bypass switch on the right.
With this system, you, as the solar integrator, can add a plug
computer to each system and aggregate the data, and some
control, of many systems and create a new revenue stream
from ancillary services like demand response, frequency
stabilization, voltage stabilization, power factor correction
and surge assist. Most areas won’t let you play this game at
less than 100 KVA but if you have 50 houses or more you
could do this. The revenue from the ancillary services
usually exceeds the value of the solar energy you are
producing so this is worth thinking about. The Transverter
has anticipated this opportunity and is totally equipped to
do this. In fact, it can do it much faster than any of the
other systems currently in use making its value potentially
much higher.
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This system required:
• 16 230 watt solar panels.
• 2 Transverter Power Modules 2000W.
• 1 Transverter Remote Panel.
• 1 Transverter T13X Smart Demand Response Module.
• 1 Set of rails and mounting hardware for solar panels.
• 12 6 volt batteries 220 AH (Trojan T105-RE) or similar.
• 2 Inverter fuses 200 amp or breakers.
• 2 solar fuses 2 pole 100 amp or breakers.
• AC wiring usually #10 wire.
• Solar wires #4
• Battery wires #2.
• Bypass switch, 2 pole or 3 pole double throw. We usually use knife switches.
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Standalone Transverter Solar Systems with Generator Support
Digital generators change everything. This is a newer type of generator where the generator has a
variable rpm and then rectifies it to a high voltage DC and then uses an inverter to create the sine wave
output. This allows the generator to operate at only the rpm needed at that moment and it can even
drop down to an idle. This usually cuts fuel consumption by more than 50% and reduces noise
dramatically as well as wear and tear and maintenance costs. It also allows for very tight frequency
control and very pure sine wave output. The Transverters interface perfectly with these and can even
insert solar power back into the system and the digital generator will automatically reduce its RPMs and
cut back on fuel consumption. The Transverters can also provide surge assist so these digital generators
can start much larger loads than they could by themselves. Marketing has a tendency to play with
words so you have to be careful that they are not just talking about digital monitoring or digital control
but that the gen set actually has an independent rpm controlled motor and an inverter. I usually prefer
to seek out the leaders in a new technology so I would advise using the Kipor products:
IG6000 6 kW gasoline Digital Generator. You can order on Amazon at 6000w Kipor Generator
IG9500 9.5 kW gasoline Digital Generator.
ID6000 6 kW diesel Digital Generator.
ID10 11 kW diesel Digital Generator.
ID15 16 kW diesel Digital Generator
ID20 21 kW diesel Digital Generator
Notice all of the model numbers start with "I" Kipor has many other models so only use models that
begin with "I". No other manufacturer has this breadth of sizes. Honda has a 6.6 kW gasoline Digital
Generator which is more expensive but is very available and it is also high quality.
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This system can support starting loads as large as 10 kW because the Transverter Power Modules can
work with the Digital Generator. The T13X allows you to connect a combination of loads that are much
too large to run off the system all at the same time but could be sequenced. This allows for a generator
which is vastly less expensive, more efficient and has lest environmental impact both to manufacture
and to operate. If you have a remote start kit on the generator then you could use one of the relays in
the T13X to decide when to start and stop the digital generator.

Microgrids with Transverter Solar and Digital Generators Combined.

Imagine 4 of these systems where they all had the AC input connected to one 6,000 watt digital
generator. When the generator started they would all synch up to it and connect and the system would
have 16 kW from the 4 Transverter systems as well as 6 kW from the digital generator giving it a peak
surge power of 22 kW. When the digital generator was turned off then the 4 Transverter systems would
break apart and each one would operate individually. When the digital generator was running they
could all connect and share any combination of solar, battery or generator energy available. You could
even use one of the relays on a Transverter T13X to turn the generator on or off. The purple lines now
represent a microgrid and all 4 Transverter systems can interact with it in both directions. If the T13X in
each system operates independently then it could be possible to overload the system which would
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cause all Transverters to automatically disconnect. To create a
synchronized cooperative control we use plug computers like the one
shown here that can be ordered from Amazon at Raspberry Pi B+.
This has USB to connect to the Transverter Remote as well as Ethernet
and Wi-Fi. It runs on Linux and we can supply you with an API to
integrate all of the Transverter functions and data into your software.
Sometimes, these plug computers are configured as servers and can
be easily accessed with an IP address. As people develop more extensive applications there will be more
options to connect and coordinate.
One place to look is to the grid companies themselves as they already process large amounts of data. A
large percentage of the grid companies use OSIsoft’s PI server for their data and the Transverter has
already developed an interface directly to the PI server making it particularly easy to integrate
Transverter based systems directly into the grid. This paves the way for large aggregates of Transverter
systems integrating with ancillary services.
These microgrids can expand to, say, use a Kipor 21 kW Diesel Digital Generator with a microgrid of 50
Transverter SOLAR16 homes. To provide 100 amp service to 50 homes would require over a 250 kW
generator so this is quite a contrast. To evolve microgrids further the Digital Generator in the center of
the diagram could be replaced with another Transverter Solar System but you would want to make sure
you had rock solid coordinated communication structures set up. We are actually developing this for a
project where each grid feeder transformer feeds 8 homes and each home has a SOLAR16 system and
the feeder Transformer has its own SOLAR16 system. When the grid drops out then the feeder
transformer disconnects from the grid and operates the entire group as a microgrid with considerable
energy resources.

Cell Towers
Look at the last diagram with 4 Transverter Solar systems and a Digital Generator. This is a complete cell
tower energy system. All of the equipment in cell towers runs on 48 VDC and the yellow terminals tied
together on all of the power modules is 48 VDC so this becomes the perfect Solar Assisted Generator
Powered Cell Tower Energy System. The savings in both installation and operating costs are dramatic.
The idea here is to start out small, with each individual house. We have created a path to move forward
using your first systems as basic building blocks to create an infinitely scalable sustainable green energy
solution for everywhere. Please join us.
Heart Akerson
CEO
Heart Transverter
www.transverter.com
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